Description of the proposed research project and aim of the visit
Topological expansions in matrix models and integrable systems

Topological expansions appeared in the theory of two-dimensional quantum gravity as
a way to tak e into account contrib utions coming from diff erent genera (topologies). The
realiz ation of the partition functions for such theories as doub le scaling limits of certain
matrix models gave the possib ility of identifying the genus of the surface with the genus of
the rib b on F eynman diagram corresponding to perturb ative expansion of the matrix integral.
O n this b asis further developments have shown the remark ab le connections with the theory
of integrab le systems and of G romov-W itten invariants of symplectic manifolds.
P rof. E ynard has not only ob tained explicit computations of the topological expansion
of the partition function of certain matrix models, b ut has recently shown, in collab oration
with N . O rantin, how such procedure can b e used generaliz ed to ob tain symplectic invariants
from any regular spectral curve. These partition functions are expected to b e generating
functions of G romov-W itten invariants of some toric manifold.
O n the other hand, I have b een work ing recently on a certain integrab le hierarchy (N = 2 ,
M = 1 b igraded Toda hierarchy) and in particular on the proof of invariance of the taufunction under the action of (half of) the V irasoro algeb ra. This work is strictly connected
to the D ub rovin-Z hang scheme of classifi cation of b i-H amiltonian integrab le hierarchies. In
particular a central role is played b y the topological expansion of the the equations, which are
regarded as higher-genus perturb ations of their genus-zero leading term, which is essentially
describ ed b y a F rob enius manifold.
In particular the F rob enius manifold associated to the N, M b igraded Toda hierarchy
coincides with the quantum cohomology of certain P 1 orb ifolds with orb ifold points of order
N − 1, M − 1 respectively. This leads to the conjecture that a certain tau-function of these
hierarchies, the one associated to the top ologica l solution, is the generating function for the
G romov-W itten invariants of such orb ifolds. This tau-function b eing uniquely identifi ed b y
the so-called V irasoro constraints, the V irasoro invariance of the hierarchy is the essential
step in proving the conjecture.
This program has b een carried out b y D ub rovin and Z hang in the case N = M = 1 which
corresponds to the E xtended Toda hierarchy. In this case the target manifold is given simply
b y the R iemann sphere.
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It is clear that recent results of Eynard pose many interesting questions to be addressed
from the integrable systems point of view. The symplectic invariants of the spectral curves
should have an interpretation in terms of tau-functions for certain integrable hierarchies. On
the other hand the bigraded Toda hierarchies define topological tau-functions which could
be interpreted as spectral invariants of some spectral curves in Eynard’s framework.
I hope that the opportunity of this visit will give my the possibility of understanding
better the results of Eynard and of finding possible applications to the theory of integrable
systems.

